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 out or.exe) systems such as PIC18/PIC24, PIC16, 8051, AVR, ATtiny, ATtiny2313/12, AVR32, MSP430, LPC11U24, LPC1700, etc. It can read the code correctly and extract the control information of a flash memory, further to map it into the control register, and control the flash memory devices (either NAND or NOR) and operating voltage (VCC). The software IMMO IMR Programmer
supports programmer read-only memory (ROM), which can be used for read-only memory programming, such as to the codes of the universal read file with programmers. It can read data in ROM, such as the codes of the universal read file with programmers, microcontroller in the flash memory, directly. The software MULTI_IMC Universal Decoding is compatible with read file with programmer

such as VP/GP, WELLON Series VP/GP, Serial, a PC with a Windows OS and an IMMO IMR Programmer. It can read the code correctly and extract the control information of a flash memory, further to map it into the control register, and control the flash memory devices (either NAND or NOR) and operating voltage (VCC). The software MULTI_IMC USB_IMR Programmer supports
programmer read-only memory (ROM), which can be used for read-only memory programming, such as to the codes of the universal read file with programmers. It can read data in ROM, such as the codes of the universal read file with programmers, microcontroller in the flash memory, directly. The software MULTI_IMC USB_IMR Programmer is compatible with programmer read-only memory
(ROM), which can be used for read-only memory programming, such as to the codes of the universal read file with programmers. It can read data in ROM, such as the codes of the universal read file with programmers, microcontroller in the flash memory, directly. Applications Some examples of commercial products that are enabled by IMMO are as follows: Programming and Debugging IMMO

program writers are able to create Universal Read File with Programmers for the microcontrollers and other devices by creating the universal read file with programmer. IMMO also has a Universal Debugger (UDB) to read the universal read file with programmer which has been created by IM 82157476af
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